Grass blaze blackens 30 acres

Fire retardant checks flames

by Nina Zacco
Editor-in-chief

A wandering fire, on an already warm day, turned 30 acres of campus grasslands coal black this week.

The campus fire department aided by two fire retardant drop planes and a control plane from the San Luis Obispo California Division of Forestry out of Paso Robles as well as a 15 man crew from the Costans Conservation Camp and the San Luis Obispo fire fighters had the blaze under control by 4 p.m.

The cause of the fire is yet unknown, however officers investigate that mechanical causes, such as a spark from a passing truck, might have ignited the dry grass along Highway 1.

Flames came within six feet of a local radio station tower, which is located at the peak of the hill, but no damage was done to the equipment.

On the other side of the hill, the fire burned down toward a structure. Flames came within six feet of a local radio station tower, which is located at the peak of the hill, but no damage was done to the equipment.
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Three veteran faculty members have been named as outstanding teachers.

Dr. Grant has been a member of the faculty since 1960. Before that time he was a professor at Hunting College, Nebraska, Stanford University and an officer in the United States Navy. He served as president of the American Institute of Architectural Engineers and as a member of the American Institute of Architects. Before assuming his duties here in 1964, he worked in a variety of engineering and architectural assignments in private business and as an officer in the United States Air Force.

Dr. Grant is a member of the summer faculty. Keif and Ward will not be on the staff this summer. Ward is going to leave shortly for a year-long sabbatical leave in Spain where he will study the architecture of that nation.

$295 JET CHARTER FLIGHT TO EUROPE
Aug. 22 Las Angeles to London
Aug. 28 London to Rome
Sept. 1 Rome to New York
$295 charter fare for Europe plus airfare.

Morgan Hill, Calif.

Campus Capers

Marines to interview

Interested men and women students will be able to discuss the Marine Corps Officer Training Program with a Marine Corps representative who will be in the Snack Bar from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Tuesday, July 80 through Thursday, Aug. 1.

Lighthouse tour set

Big Sur will be the focus of a lighthouse happening. A group of students will leave campus at 8 a.m. Saturday, August 8 and drive up Highway 1 to Big Sur. More information is available at the TCU.

Airplane Flight

Herro Rokk, Cal Poly, Omano Bond and San Luis Obispo will look amazingly different when seen from the windows of a Twin-Engine Skymaster airplane.

The plane will take off Sunday, Aug. 4 for a 1 1/2 hour flight. The cost will be $6.00.

Students interested in looking down on this campus should make reservations at the TCU before Aug. 1. Refunds will be available until Aug. 8.

VA plans care for ill

The Veteran's Administration plans to provide intensive care units for critically ill patients in more VA hospitals. This includes special facilities in private rooms for cardiac patients.
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"THE MODEL." The vertical axis is to distinguish the Right from the Left. The horizontal axis is to distinguish the parliamentary objectives from the authoritarian objectives, as stated by Dr. Hansel.

New Left' anti-Red—Hansel

Is the nation leaning toward the New Left? What is the New Left?

Dr. Donald Hansel, historian specialising in social history of the United States, and associate professor of history at the University of Wisconsin, was on hand Wednesday to explain these questions.

Hansel said in his lecture, there is a great political distance between the Communist and the Socialist.

"European history of the 20th century certainly confirms the great distance that is the New Left is a radical left opposition," the adjective "new" from the New Left refers to the anti-Communist movement of over 150 years ago, that is, the Socialist position would be as great as the distance from the socialist position as the Nazi position. Hansel went on to explain that.

The "hippie movement" causes great confusion among today's college students. While some express unqualified approval of the movement, about three in 10 disapprove. One student in eight approves of the movement, says Gallop.

Gallop's examination of topics of conversation in colleges are the "philosophy sessions" reveals concern for political problems; (8) the current else-society; (9) marriage; (10) sports; (11) drugs; (12) problems of education; (13) future plans.
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Charges of low revenues, and athletic grants, which prompted three state colleges to bolt and post their withdrawal from California Collegiate Athletic Association have been repudiated by Joe Harper, athletic director of three state colleges.

Harper, in answer to these claims, said, "Most of these charges are based on what has happened in the past ten years. We are now in the process of advancing our programs so we will compete with all state colleges."

Fresno State, Cal State at Long Beach and San Diego State, have all posted their withdrawals which must be announced one year before complete abdication. All three colleges have given similar reasons for dropping out of CCAA. According to Carl N. Coleman, athletic director at Fresno State, the purpose of dropping out of the league was to offer "an opportunity for seven state colleges, that share the same philosophy, to get together." This conclusion of thought, according to Coleman, is "a normal pattern of upgrading their entire collegiate athletic program."

This includes money for prime athletics and academic programming. This was not the philosophy of CCAA." Athletic director of San Diego State, Albert W. Olson stated, "The conference was not progressively developing as we thought it should. This was in all areas, revenues and programming.

"Take the last ten years. At the start of the conferences were about the same size; however, San Diego State has developed into a much larger school and can draw a crowd of 40,000 for major sports events. Cal Poly cannot do that and we are being held back by continuing in this league. There were four schools in the conference that wanted to develop and four schools that didn't, so we withdrew." Joseph F. Beloria, assistant professor of physical education at Cal State at Long Beach, stated, "We will be competing in football this fall, but some of our Spring sports will be played in the other league. The reasons for our withdrawal is two-fold. The presidents of other colleges would not go further on their grant program. We cannot compete for prime athletics with colleges like U.C.L.A. and Southern Cal."

"Another thing is, we want to play in university standings. To do this, one half of our games must be with universities. This will give us a chance at bowl games and TV money. Cal Poly doesn't wish to do this. It centers around state, status, and money—money is important." Harper, contending that these statements are not true, said, "It is unfortunate that this thing has broken now. We will be upgrading our entire program in the future."

Harper stated there still is some reluctance to upgrade the minor sports, however, the major sports will be advanced. "In the next three to five years, we will be competing with all state colleges for prime athletics. Some schools are escalating their athletic programs, but San Francisco State is not allotting usual financing to their programs."

(Continued from Page 1) who was instrumental in making a bid to have the nationals here. "The need still exists," Shaw replied that at the time some concessions had to be made and that this was the time. Robinson, who had been "The need still exists," Shaw replied, "If you want me to go I'll go. If not I won't go," referring to SIC. Warren Burgess, states body president, said "We should be there, our image is at stake and it's good public relations."